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Gravitational WavesGravitational Waves

�� 19161916 -- EinsteinEinstein provedproved mathematically,mathematically, fromfrom hishis

theorytheory ofof GeneralGeneral Relativity,Relativity, thatthat gravitationalgravitational

waveswaves shouldshould existexist..

�� TheseThese gravitationalgravitational waves,waves, causedcaused byby thethe

acceleratedaccelerated mouvementsmouvements ofof masses,masses, wouldwould bebe

distortionsdistortions ofof thethe spacetimespacetime whichwhich wouldwould bebe

travellingtravelling inin thethe UniverseUniverse withwith thethe speedspeed ofof lightlight..



Two polarizations “+” and “x”
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Deformation of a ring 

made of  test particles



Gravitational Waves (GWs):Gravitational Waves (GWs):

do they really exist?do they really exist?

�� HalfHalf centurycentury ofof theoreticaltheoretical debatedebate ((19161916--19651965));;

�� AA directdirect detectiondetection hasn’thasn’t beenbeen confirmedconfirmed yetyet

afterafter fourfour decadesdecades ((19651965--20092009)) ofof observationalobservational

searchsearch..

�� AA goodgood evidenceevidence ((anan indirectindirect observationobservation))::

PSRPSR 19131913++1616 (Taylor(Taylor && HulseHulse 19741974))

((SistemSistem ofof twotwo neutronneutron starsstars withwith periodsperiods ofof

77hh4545min,min, inin whichwhich oneone ofof themthem isis aa Pulsar)Pulsar)



credit: Kostas Kokkotas



⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ GWs  should exist, because GWs  should exist, because 

they would be the responsable for they would be the responsable for 

the loss of  energy of  this sistem.the loss of  energy of  this sistem.







LIGO collaboration



Why have they not Why have they not 

been detected yet ?been detected yet ?

BecauseBecause they are hard they are hard 

to be detected .to be detected .

Why are they so hardWhy are they so hard

to be detected ?to be detected ?

to be detected .to be detected .



Gravitational WavesGravitational Waves

�� Two polarizations (“+” and “x”) according to Two polarizations (“+” and “x”) according to 

General RelativityGeneral Relativity

�� Wave frequencies: 10Wave frequencies: 10--1818 Hz to 10Hz to 101010 HzHz

�� Very tiny amplitudes:  h = Very tiny amplitudes:  h = ∆∆L/LL/L < 10< 10--1919�� Very tiny amplitudes:  h = Very tiny amplitudes:  h = ∆∆L/LL/L < 10< 10

�� Energies associated to Energies associated to ∆∆LL ~ 10~ 10--19 19 m amplitudes:m amplitudes:

for the for the SchenbergSchenberg detector detector �� ~ 6 x ~ 6 x 1010--28 28 JoulesJoules

or 290 gravitons !or 290 gravitons !

This is This is 1010--9 9 times the energy of  a photon of  light !times the energy of  a photon of  light !



Gravitational Wave DetectorsGravitational Wave Detectors

by Arlette de Waard
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GEO600

Germany

LIGO, USA

2x4 km, 1x2km

VIRGO, Italy

3 km

by Arlette

de Waard

AIGO, Australia

TAMA300, Japan

2x4 km, 1x2km

Optical paths ~ 10Optical paths ~ 1055 mm



Explorer

Switzerland

Auriga, Italy

Allegro, USA

by Arlette de Waard

Niobe

AustraliaNautilus, Italy



Coupled OscillatorsCoupled Oscillators
(antenna + multimode transducer)(antenna + multimode transducer)
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Quadrupole modes of  theQuadrupole modes of  the

Mario Schenberg detector’s sphereMario Schenberg detector’s sphere



287 kg is the effective

mass for each sphere’s

quadrupole mode;

( 5 x 287 kg = 1435 kg

> 1150 kg = Msphere )

287 kg, 53 g and 10 mg

amplitude gain ~ 5300

by Sérgio R. Furtado

amplitude gain ~ 5300

fo ~ 10 GHz

df/dx ~ 1 GHz / micron

or

non-resonant

with df/dx ~ 5 THz / micron







by Guilherme L. Pimentel



From the output of six 6 transducers

tuned to the quadrupole modes

5

Ψ(θ, φ, ω) = Σ ai (ω) Ψi (θ, φ)

i               

spherical harmonics

gµν = ηµν + hµν hxx + hyy + hzz = 0

hxx hxy hxz

Ih =    hyx hyy hyz

hzx hzy hzz

5 independent

components



TestTest ofof

General General RelativityRelativity

andand otherother

TheoriesTheories ofof

GravitationGravitation

•• PolarizationsPolarizations

•• SpeedSpeed

•• QuantizationQuantization



Mario SCHE�BERG
The Gravitational Wave Detector

(Brazil)
started commissioning operation

in the 8th of September, 2006.

It involves a 

collaboration

between

I�PE

ITAITA

IFSP

U�ICAMP

U�IFESP

USP, among others,
and it has been

supported by



(V. Fafone)















Gravitacional

spectrum
(a new

window to

observe

the Universe)
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LIGO collaboration



LIGO collaboration



Virgo collaboration



credit: Kostas Kokkotas
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http://lisa.jpl.nasa.gov/

http://www.esa.int/esaSC/120376_index_0_m.html

SpaceSpace

Interferometers:Interferometers:

LISA, ALIALISA, ALIALISA, ALIALISA, ALIA

and and BBOBBO



http://lisa.jpl.nasa.gov/



by Robert R. Caldwell 

and Marc Kamionkowski

Scientific American
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by Robert R. Caldwell 

and Marc Kamionkowski Scientific American



Gabriele Veneziano, 2004

Scientific American Brasil



Gabriele Veneziano, 2004

Scientific American Brasil

LISA



Exotic events, anticipated from theory, which

may be confirmed when gravitational wave

astronomy becomes a reality:

- Binaries formed by primordial black holes

(MACHOS?), 

-Cosmic strings, -Cosmic strings, 

- Cosmic bubbles, 

- Boson stars, 

- Quark stars (strange stars) (test of QCD),

- Phenomena not yet known or anticipated, 

and surprises.



If nature has more dimensions than the four

of spacetime, gravity will have “transit” in 

these extra dimensions, and special effects on

the intensity,  propagation and polarization of

gravitational waves may occur different from

the ones anticipated by the General Relativity. the ones anticipated by the General Relativity. 

The study of these effects on the gravitational

waves would be, therefore, a tool for the

investigation of extra dimensions in the

Universe and to formulate an auto consistent

theory of quantum gravity.



Universal GW Radio Broadcast

(100 MHz FM)

Carrier produced by a rotating 10-4 solar mass 

black hole and modulated by a controlled 

accretion flow.



Vai abrir uma 

CO�CLUSIO�S

Gravitational Wave Astronomy
It will open a new window to observe the Universe, which

will probably revolutionize the knowledge we have of  it.



The sources of gravitational waves can be:

- galactic,

- extragalactic,

- cosmological,

- from previous universes.

The spectrum goes from 10-18 Hz to 1010 Hz.

CO�CLUSIO�S

If extra-dimentions exist, gravitational wave have transit in them.

The probability of new revolutionary discoveries is very high.

Because spherical antennas are able to determine the origin of the

signal in the sky and its polarizations, they will probably play an

important rule on these new discoveries.



Thank you !Thank you !


